Same Day Refrigerated Courier Service

WE’LL GET YOUR PRODUCTS DELIVERED ON TIME AT THE RIGHT TEMPERATURE!
DEDICATED, SATELLITE TRACKED, TIME & TEMPERATURE CRITICAL DELIVERIES.

SAMPES OR PALLETT LOADS UP TO 1,200KG OR UP TO 4 PALLETS.
ATP CERTIFIED VEHICLES ALL WITH TWIN TEMPERATURE MONITORS.
ONLINE TRACKING OF VEHICLES AVAILABLE.

Tel: 01932 560 222
sales@eskimoinpress.co.uk  www.eskimoinpress.co.uk
Courier Services Since 1986
ESKIMO EXPRESS
SAME DAY TIME
CRITICAL
DELIVERIES.

PROBABLY THE LARGEST DEDICATED REFRIGERATED COURIER SERVICE IN THE UK

The Directors of ESKIMO EXPRESS have been operating a courier service since 1986.

With a large and expanding fleet of modern, hygienically cleaned, temperature controlled vehicles, ESKIMO EXPRESS will deliver your urgent samples or orders, as soon as possible and at the correct temperature.

Based near Heathrow and with convenient access to the motorway network, ESKIMO EXPRESS offer a reliable and satellite tracked service to ensure your products arrive on time, every time!

Dedicated, immediate (a.s.a.p.) deliveries
Frozen, Chilled, Ambient or Heated
Dual compartment vehicles available
24/7/365 service

Contact us: 01932 560 222 – sales@eskimoexpress.co.uk – www.eskimoexpress.co.uk
Unit 8, Penton Hook Marina, Staines Road, Chertsey, Surrey. KT16 8PY